Theresa,

At the Curriculum Council meeting on Wednesday afternoon, one of the agenda items discussed had to do with a request from the School of Nuclear Science and Engineering to establish a new course designator; i.e., NSE. Subsequent to the establishment of the NSE course designator, the School plans to terminate the existing NE, RHP, and MP course designators. What they are proposing is to fold all of the existing courses from three separate degree programs and course designators (MP, NE, RHP) into one course designator (NSE).

Since all three of the existing course designators are associated with graduate degree programs, the Curriculum Council recommended that this course designator proposal also be reviewed by the Graduate Council.

Here is a list of the existing course designators and the degree programs connected with each:

- NE  BS, MEng, MS, PhD in Nuclear Engineering
- RHP  BS, MA, MHP, MS, PhD in Radiation Health Physics
- MP  MMP, MS, PhD in Medical Physics

If you have any questions regarding this request, please direct them to Richard Nafshun and Prem Mathew, Co-Chairs of the Curriculum Council.

Thanks,

--Gary
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